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Praper preparation is the key

lronically, it is often the youngest and most inexperienced
advocate who recelves his brief at the last minute. (Let it be
taken as read that throughout this short article 'his' should
be read as 'his and/or her'.) Save, however, where the brief
is literally delivered atthe last minute, there is no excuse for
inadequate preparation. Poor preparation shows: it damages
your credibility from the outset, and, more importantly,
damages your client's case. Big stick: poor prep =
negligence. Advocates no longer have immunity from suit:

if you want to maximise your chances of being sued by a
disgruntled client, neglect your prep.
Preparing far trial
Prosecutors, particularly when inheriting another's case,

must review the adequacy/appropriateness of the

indictment, Iest amendment is appropriate. Review the
evidence for admissibility and be ready to volunteer
excisions where appropriate, as opposed to seeking
persecutorially to argue the unarguable. ln any case of
complexity, reduce the proposed jury bundle to a sensible
minimum and give notice of your proposal to the Defence

well before trial.
ln defending, identify arguably inadmissible evidence.
Cive notice of your objection to your opponent. ldentify any
points of law: if any substantial point of law is to arise as a
preliminary, consider preparing and submitting a skeleton
(see below). Ensure that you know your client's case in

Unused material
Police/prosecutors are apt to complain of the unreasonable
burden put upon them in respect of unused material
disclosure. But, disclosure carries with it a concomitant

obligation on the Defence to review the material: my
experience suggests that all too often counsel on both sides
have neglected that task: "But I don't get paid much or at all
for reviewing unused." Tough! Whether paid a lot or a Iittle,
the obligation is there.
Sketre{ons
These are not needed for every application. But any

substantial 'legal' argument

will usually benefit from a

'skelly'. lf, for example, you plan to attack the indictment
as a preliminary point and/or have a substantial preliminary
objection to admissibility which will require a ruling before
the Crown open, prepare a skelly. Advantages:

WINNINC
IN THE
CROWN
COURT
MASTER EDMUND LAWSON QC
(a) it concentrates the mind wonderfully

to have to commit

your submissions to writingi (b) a good skelly enhances your
credibility with the Court from the outset; and (c) most

having read the Defence Case Statement, in the unlikely

importantly, if you do have a decent argument, its prospects
of success can only be enhanced by giving notice of it in
writing. Where appropriate, skellies should be accompahied

event that such a document would much inform him, asks

by copies of key documents relied upon, and by copies of

you on Day 1: "What are the real issues?" What would you
say?) ldentify any documents you may require to put to

(or extracts from) authorities on which you need to rely.
(NB. need to rely: don't copy willy-nilly authorities that are

witnesses; have any real candidates copied and ready. Be

peripheral or great chunks of Archbold.)

respect of all n-raterial issues. (lmagine that the judge, not

ready to cross-examine at least the Iikely early witnesses;

in major cases, prepare or have prepared a file for each
maior witness, and include in it his statement, relevant
exhibits, D's instructions, extracts from other evidence that
might be material, and any relevant unused material,
e.g interview notes, etc.
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lf anything turns on the sequence of events, include a
simple chronology. During trial, be ready to burn the

midnight oil: an overnight skelly might substantially
enhance a detailed submission of no case or submissions to
the judge brefore summing-up as to legal issues - and serve
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Without detracting from those fundan{ental tenets, Iet me
add a few observations.
Examination in chief
Witness statements are a guide, not a script. Often they are
ineptly taken, not in chronological order and contain much
irrelevant material. The competent advocate examining in
chie{ will have in the forefront of his mind the need to
procure the witness to tell the story in a sensible order and
omitting the irrelevant bits: that requires preparation.
Particularly if it's a long statement, tell the Court where you
are (page number). As it is for the witness, not you, to tell

the story (recall the rationale for not asking leading
questions?), try to set the witness at ease: remember that for
most non 'professional'/police witnesses this is likely to be
the first and only time they've ever set foot in a witness box.
Have any of you ever given evidence? I have. And I was

witness has gone badly wrong in cross-examination, you are
unlikely to rescue lhe position in re-examination - although,
it might be said, if he has Bone very badly wrong, there is
nothing to bre lost by trying. Resist, however, any temptation
to use re-examination as an opportunity to try to reinforce
favourable evidence given in cross-examination. There is a
special gremlin who visits witnesses being cross-examined
to that end: almost invariably, the gremlin procures the
witness to give the 'wrong' answer; and, from experience,
the wrong answer is almost guaranteed if the witness is
asked a leading question! Bear in mind that a witness

finishing cross-examination is liable to relax and thus not
concentrate in re-examination.
Speeches

Prosecutors Bet first chance to shine (or not) in opening:
keep it short and simple but not patronising. Cive the jury a

flavour, not a meal. An overlenglhy, over-detailed opening

nervousl Having tried to set the
witness at ease, remember the
basic lessons taught as to how,
without leading, to adduce the

is not only boring but can be a

story. The story and its

evidence does not Iive up to
the detailed introduction. A

hostage to fortune if the

comprehension by the jury will
be interrupted and frustrated by
repeated defence objections to

good proseculion closing
should, perhaps more in

leading; and the incompetenV

sorrow than in anger, explain

under-prepared exami ner risks

shortly and simply why the

being undermined by cutting

evidence is overwhelming: no
jokes; and, whatever the

comments from the Bench.

temptation, don't take the
Mickey out of the defendant.

Cro.ss-exam ination
The commonest fault I notice

"l'm sorry, but D's explanation

in others (and I don't avoid it

just does not hold water" is
more effective than "What a

myselfl is failure to listen to
and to feed off the witness's

load of rubbish!"

answers, such is the deterDefenders may open their case

mination to get to the next

'clever' question: undoubtedly,
the best cross-examiners are
those who, while they do have

a'plan', are able to put it

aside in order to follow up answers given. Also, there
remains, Gray's Inn training notwithstanding, a tendency to
regard cross-examination as being 'to examine crossly':

'angry' cross-examination (whether feigned or real, but
particularly where real) rarely works. Dissection is far more
effective than applying the sledgehammer. Effective
dissection, however, can only be performed by the advocate

who is thoroughly on top of his brief.
Re-examination
The presumption against re-examining is worth

remembering, even for experienced advocates. lf 'your'
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if calling lactual evidence in
addition to D; but calling
defence evidence is a dangerous business at the best of
times and, thus, don't enhance the danger by opening'
beyond, perhaps, a very short indication of who is to be
called and, possibly, why. Closing requires careful
preparation: always think of an opening line and a closing

line; structure the middle bit sensibly and logically. Have
notes, but not a script (the Iatter sounds stilted). Listen
carefully to your oppo's closing and adapt your speech
accordingly while not being side-tracked from your 'theme'.
No warranty is given that heeding the above will result in
your winning in the Crorvn Court; but it just might lessen
your chances of losing ... I

